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xxi

Introduction
Two Profiles of One Reality

If we were asked to list the basic characteristics of Jesus’s ministry in the Four 
Gospels, we might come up with the following:

• It is an itinerant ministry.
• It is a rural movement.
• It is located in Palestine, mostly on the northwest quadrant of the Sea 

of Galilee.
• It is an ethnically Jewish movement.
• Its inner circle consists of twelve men accompanied by many other men 

and women.
• Its participants speak Aramaic in public but Hebrew when reading and 

discussing Scripture.
• Its participants worship in synagogues on the Sabbath.
• Its leader and his followers celebrate Passover.
• Its sacred texts are those of the synagogue, and they are written on 

scrolls.
• It is a movement with no official name.

Now suppose we were asked to come up with a second profile, this time 
of the church as it was at the time of Ignatius of Antioch (the end of the first 
century). We are, of course, much less familiar with Ignatius than we are 
with the Gospels. Nevertheless, we can read through all seven of his letters 
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xxii Introduction

in less time than it takes to read through the Gospel of Mark, the shortest of 
the Gospels. From Ignatius’s letters, we might make the following deductions 
about the church in that time:

• It is primarily urban.
• It exists mostly outside of Palestine, in the Roman world.
• Its life is centered no longer around synagogues but churches.
• Its members are predominately gentile.
• Its primary language is Greek.
• Its members worship by celebrating the Eucharist, and they do this on 

Sunday.
• It is superintended by bishops.
• Its Sacred Scripture is no longer limited to the Jewish Pentateuch, Writ-

ings, and Prophets; it now also includes specifically Christian writings.
• Its Scriptures are written in codex, or book, form.
• Its members are called Christians.

These are the two profiles: the first, of Jesus’s ministry circa the year 30; 
the second, of the church in Ignatius’s day, circa 100. We often fail to see the 
significance of things with which we have long been familiar. This phenom-
enon of familiarity may affect our judgment of the two profiles. We affirm 
that both are fair representations, and we regard both as equally “Chris-
tian.” Otherwise, we may find neither surprising. Therein lies the becloud-
ing potential of familiarity, of “seeing but not seeing” (Isa. 6:9)— for not 
one item in the second profile is the same as in the first. Within seventy- five 
years of the death of Jesus, the movement he founded conformed to virtually 
none of the forms of his ministry. A rural movement became acculturated 
to an urban environment; a Jewish movement became primarily gentile; a 
movement that spoke exclusively Aramaic and Hebrew transformed into 
one that wrote, preached, and evangelized in Greek; a movement born and 
bred in Palestine evolved into a thoroughly cosmopolitan, Greco- Roman 
movement that spread along the highly influential Jerusalem–Rome corridor. 
The seed of  a movement planted in synagogues flowered in churches— 
churches that met no longer on Sabbath but on Sunday; that celebrated 
Eucharist rather than Passover; whose canon was no longer limited to the 
Torah, Prophets, and Writings of the Old Testament but was expanded to 
include Christian writings that were produced and disseminated no longer 
on scrolls but in codices.
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xxiii

One of these changes— the transition from Aramaic and Hebrew to 
Greek— was already complete at the time the New Testament was being writ-
ten. All extant Christian writings of the first century are written in Greek 
rather than in Aramaic or Hebrew. Jesus and his followers spoke Aramaic and 
worshiped in Hebrew, yet not one first- century Christian document is extant 
in either language. The lingua franca of the early church— at least in written 
form— changed to Greek early and, in the West, entirely. Most of the changes 
listed in the profiles, however, were still in progress when the New Testament 
was being written. Descriptions of the Jesus movement as “the Way,” “saints,” 
or “brothers and sisters,” for instance, were in the process of yielding to the 
name “Christian,” first given in Antioch (Acts 11:26). Similarly, the transition 
in leadership— from the apostles, also known as “the Twelve,” to the offices 
of elder, deacon, and especially bishop— was already underway in the New 
Testament. Other changes had only just begun in the New Testament era. It 
is unclear, for example, whether Jesus followers were worshiping on Sabbath 
or on Sunday (or perhaps on both). The single greatest change occurring in 
the early church was its separation from the Jewish synagogue— which took 
place sooner in some places, later in others, but eventually in all. And, finally, 
some changes had not yet begun. The formation of the New Testament canon, 
for one, lay in the future and is mentioned in neither the New Testament nor 
the Apostolic Fathers.

We devote individual chapters to each of the above changes, seeking to 
follow each transition from the Jesus era to the Ignatius era. Some of the 
transitions leave a rich trail of evidence, others a faint trail, and some al-
most no trail. A single and momentous reality emerges from them, however, 
and towers like Mount Rainier above Puget Sound: within a seventy- five- year 
period— the span of a single lifetime— the Jesus movement had become the 
Christian church. How exactly did the movement that was begun by Jesus 
become the church described by Ignatius? The answer to that question is the 
focus of this book.

Parsing the Profiles

Why is the quantum change from Jesus’s ministry to the early church of 
Ignatius’s time seldom recognized and explored? One reason is historical 
bias. Histories of early Christianity generally regard the time of the Apos-
tolic Fathers as less worthy and rewarding of rigorous investigation than the 
preceding age (of the apostle Paul) and the following age (of Justin Martyr, 
Irenaeus, and Clement of Alexandria). Protestant scholarship, in particular, 
has tended to regard the Apostolic Fathers as something of a no- man’s- land 

Introduction
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xxiv Introduction

dividing the critical poles of the New Testament and the apologists. Various 
reasons account for this. The increased institutionalization and hierarchiza-
tion of the church in the post–New Testament era, especially as exemplified 
in the office of bishop, have resulted in characterizations of the era as “early 
Catholicism,” a time in which one sees the “routinization of charism.” Such 
descriptions imply a calcifying of tradition.1 There has also been a prevailing 
bias that Christianity came of age and warranted genuine historical inquiry 
only after it freed itself from the confines of Judaism and merged with the 
Greco- Roman ethos in the writings of the apologists in the mid- second cen-
tury and following.

Our chief sources for understanding the Christianity of the post–New 
Testament era, the seventeen documents composing the Apostolic Fathers, 
are also judged to fall short of the literary quality and theological substance 
of the New Testament.2 The very designation of the era as “postapostolic” 
and its writings as “the Apostolic Fathers” compares both unfavorably with 
the New Testament. Such comparisons extend to the authors as well as to the 
literature. The disparagements, again, are largely Protestant in origin rather 
than Orthodox or Catholic. Catholic and Orthodox scholars have tradition-
ally regarded Ignatius as the greatest post–New Testament figure, to whom 
both traditions appeal as a shared authority. Adolf Harnack notes that the 
Orthodox regard Ignatius alone among the ante- Nicene Fathers with com-
plete trust as the classical witness of the faith between the New Testament 

1. Adolf Harnack, the outstanding twentieth- century historian of the early church, regarded 
Jesus’s chief theological contribution to be his monotheism and his chief ethical contribution 
to be the Sermon on the Mount. The main failures of the early church, in his estimation, were 
its retention of the Old Testament, its allegiance to Judaism, and its high Christology— which, 
in his judgment, quenched the spirit of early Christianity. For Harnack’s harsh and jaundiced 
judgment of Judaism, see Mission and Expansion, bk. 1, ch. 5. On his setting institutionalization 
in opposition to charisma, see Schröter, “Harnack Revisited.” Max Weber, similarly, character-
ized the postapostolic era as “a routinization of charism” in which the free- flowing charism of 
Jesus as a religious founder hardened into institutional governance, order, and discipline. See 
the discussion of Weber in Freyne, Jesus Movement and Its Expansion, 8.

2. J. B. Lightfoot’s mastery of the postapostolic era was unrivaled, but his judgment of 
their literary and theological quality was not uncritical. In Apostolic Fathers, he writes that 
the fathers are “too desultory in form and too vague in doctrine to satisfy the requirements 
of more literary circles and a more dogmatic age” (1:1). Further, “‘The Apostolic Fathers,’ it 
has been justly said ‘are not great writers, but great characters.’ Their style is loose; there is 
a want of arrangement in their topics and an absence of system in their teaching. On the one 
hand they present a marked contrast to the depth and clearness of conception with which 
the several Apostolic writers place before us different aspects of the Gospel. . . . They lack 
the scientific spirit which distinguished the fathers of the fourth and fifth centuries. . . . They 
are deficient in distinctness of conception and power of exposition.” The fathers, Lightfoot 
concludes, “command for their writings a respect wholly disproportionate to their literary 
merits” (1:7).
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xxv

and Athanasius.3 Protestants, by contrast, often disparage the era for lacking 
a great missionary theologian like the apostle Paul. In this view, only with 
mid- second- century leaders such as Justin, Irenaeus, Clement, and Tertullian 
does Christianity free itself from the constraints of Judaism and contend for 
the faith according to the standards of Greek philosophy.

Not all these judgments are equally valid. With regard to the last, it is true 
that the postapostolic era lacked an apostle Paul. This fact is hardly a de bar-
ring factor, however, for all subsequent eras of Christianity have lacked an 
apostle Paul. No other figure in Christianity— not Origen or Augustine, not 
even Luther— equals the contribution and significance of the apostle Paul. 
Disparagements of postapostolic associations with Judaism likewise strike 
our post- Holocaust ears as ethnic biases rather than substantive critiques. 
Whatever the shortcomings of the postapostolic era, actual or perceived, the 
fact that the writings of the fathers were preserved testifies to their merits in 
the eyes of their contemporaries.4

The purpose of this book is not to debate the particular merits or demerits 
of the above judgments but to focus on our opening thesis: that the apos-
tolic and postapostolic era was not a holding pattern, a delayed adolescence, 
or a devolution of Christianity. Whatever the deficiencies of its leaders and 

3. Harnack, Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur, vol. 1, part 1, xlii.
4. However moderns may judge the Apostolic Fathers, it is important to remember, as Har-

nack reminds us, that religious texts that failed to achieve canonical status (however determined) 
were almost inevitably doomed to eventual loss and extinction (Geschichte der altchristliche 
Literatur, vol. 1, part 1, xxviii). The early centuries were a life- and- death struggle for Chris-
tianity, a struggle to preserve the lives of both its members and its sacred texts from opponents 
such as Jews who did not follow Jesus, polytheists, Gnostics, Manichees, Arians, and schis-
matics of various kinds. “The relevant question to ask in this regard is not why this or that 
early Christian text perished, but why it was preserved,” observes Martin Hengel (Studien zum 
Urchristentum, 298 [my trans.]).

We cannot say exactly what percentage of early Christian literature has perished. Hengel’s 
estimation that “more than 90 percent has been lost” seems too high (Studien zum Urchristen-
tum, 298). For example, the sources that Eusebius cites for the first 150 years of his history of 
the church are mostly extant today (including Josephus, Philo, Julius Africanus, Hippolytus, 
Clement of Alexandria, and fragments of Papias), with the exceptions being Hegesippus and 
a fuller version of Papias (Hist. eccl. 1.4). Similarly, in Vir. ill., Jerome lists some one hundred 
written works that preceded Justin Martyr, roughly seventy of which, by my count, are extant 
(at least in part), and thirty of which have perished. Jerome is an important source in this 
regard, for Vir. ill. ostensibly lists all Christian literature known to him. The documentation 
of Eusebius and Jerome computes to a loss of roughly 40 percent of early Christian literature. 
Harnack’s esteem of the early church in this regard is justly deserved, for it preserved— under 
the most difficult circumstances, and in the face of well- armed opponents— the Septuagint, 
the texts that would make up the New Testament (with the exception of the loss of the Epistle 
to Laodicea, Col. 4:16), and the texts of the Apostolic Fathers. Especially commendable was 
its preservation of the Apostolic Fathers, given their noncanonical status.

Introduction
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xxvi Introduction

literature, it remains the most creative era in the entire history of Christianity.5 
The Christian movement, which at its birth was almost indistinguishable from 
Judaism, within seventy- five years assumed a set of identifiable characteris-
tics that were distinct from Judaism and remained remarkably constant for 
the next two millennia. Martin Hengel describes Christianity as “a corner 
sect from rural Galilee that within two generations became a new religion 
that reached the distant parts of the Imperium Romanum and successfully 
evangelized its greatest cities.”6 Ramsay MacMullen sees the rise of Chris-
tianity as the most significant factor in the closing centuries of the ancient 
world.7 This era is all the greater because of its democratic character. The 
lack of a Promethean figure, such as the apostle Paul, in the postapostolic 
era is reason to acclaim rather than to disparage it— for after Paul’s death in 
the 60s of the first century, Christians achieved what their arguably greater 
forebears and successors did not achieve. The greatness of this most creative 
era in the history of Christianity is magnified not by top- down imposition 
but by grassroots achievement.8

The Unchanging Constant

A second and even greater fact of first- century Christianity was the constancy 
of the inner core of the Jesus movement amid drastic external changes in the 
church. The summary changes in the forms of the Jesus movement from Jesus 
to Ignatius did not alter the content of the movement, which remained rooted 
in, continuous with, and faithful to the character and ministry of Jesus. This 
unchanging constant was the DNA of Christianity through its changing forms 
of life. A century ago Ernst Lohmeyer summed up this explosive paradox:

The history of early Christianity offers from its earliest beginnings an un-
common double drama. Rarely has any other religion “filled” other lands and 

5. Thus Grant, Roman Hellenism, 160: “The first fifty years [of Christianity] were probably 
the most crucial.”

6. Hengel, Theologische, historische und biographische Skizzen, 530 (my trans.).
7. See MacMullen, Christianizing the Roman Empire, viii: “The period 100–400 might fairly 

be given pride of place in the whole of Western history.” On the same period, see also MacMul-
len and Lane, Paganism and Christianity, vii: “The emergence of Christianity from the tangled 
mass of older religious beliefs, eventually to a position of unchallenged superiority, is surely 
the most important single phenomenon that can be discerned in the closing centuries of the 
ancient world. In its impact on the way life was to be lived thereafter in the West, it outmatches 
even the decline of Rome itself.”

8. First Clement, written in the late 90s, commends the achievement of faithful normalcy over 
superstardom in these words: “It is better for you to be found small but included in the flock of Christ 
than to have a preeminent reputation and yet be excluded from his hope” (57.2, Holmes trans.).
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provinces with the gospel so rapidly, and none rooted itself in the human condi-
tion and circumstances so deeply, as early Christianity. . . . Yet scarcely has any 
other religion been less affected by the tempests of destiny and fate in which it 
came into existence and grew, holding so steadfastly to the course prescribed 
by its divine call that it remained largely undeterred by the burning questions 
of the time and surmounted the difficulties of each day and hour.9

Lohmeyer aptly captures the paradox of early Christianity’s “double 
drama”— unchanging essence amid changing forms, adaptive to culture but 
not captive to culture. The changes in the forms of the Jesus movement that 
constitute the chapters of this book were not the result of strategizing or 
central planning. In the early church, most of them occurred at different times 
and places and in various ways. They were not random and arbitrary, how-
ever, or even, as evolutionary theory proposes, adaptations to environmental 
conditions. On the contrary, the transition from Christ to Christianity was 
the result of Jesus followers seeking to organize their corporate life of wit-
ness, worship, and mission according to the fundamental nature of Jesus’s 
person and ministry. Christology was the veritable North Star of the entire 
phenomenon. Nearly every change charted in this book was the result of 
Jesus followers seeking to conform their corporate fellowship to something 
essential in the character and ministry of Christ.

This explains why the early church adopted forms and behaviors that Jesus 
himself did not prescribe. Sunday worship replaced Sabbath, for example, 
not because Jesus prescribed it or even set a precedent for it (he did neither), 
but because Sunday was the day of his resurrection from the dead. Again, 
without dominical instruction, the church— especially the gentile wing of the 
church— understood the promise to Abraham (Gen. 12:3), Jesus’s ministry 
in the gentile Decapolis (Mark 7:24–8:9), and even in the temple itself (Mark 
11:17) to presuppose inclusion of gentiles in the church. This same principle 
explains why the church resisted other doctrines or practices that, despite their 
pragmatic appeal, could not be theologically justified. For example, Marcion’s 
maneuver to expunge the Old Testament from the Christian tradition in the 
second century was very tempting for a church whose Lord had been rejected 
by Jews and whose members were opposed by Jews. The church nevertheless 
rejected Marcion’s logical appeal on theological grounds, for to reject the Old 
Testament was to reject Jesus as Israel’s Messiah and the world’s Savior. For 

9. Lohmeyer, Soziale Fragen im Urchristentum, 129 (my trans.). In Lohmeyer’s inaugural 
address as president of the University of Breslau in 1930, he articulated this idea similarly: 
“The unchangeable form and content of the gospel manifests itself in the changeable form of 
history” (quoted in Edwards, Between the Swastika and the Sickle, 89).

Introduction
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xxviii Introduction

Jesus, “new wine” required “new wineskins” (Mark 2:22), and that metaphor 
illustrated the essence of an unchanging constant within changing forms.

Other Considerations before Embarking

Four additional words of explanation may aid in profitably reading this book. 
First, as already noted, the Apostolic Fathers represent the terminal point 
of our investigation.10 The dates of the documents in the Fathers are only 
roughly determinable, so the terminal point of the corpus as a whole remains 
approximate rather than exact. Some of the documents can be dated fairly 
precisely (according to the standards of dating ancient texts) to the last decade 
of the first century (1 Clement, almost certainly) or to the last two decades 
of the first century (the Didache, probably). The majority, however, cannot 
be dated more precisely than the first half of the second century, and in the 
case of some, like the Epistle to Diognetus, even that time frame may be too 
specific.11 The New Testament and the Apostolic Fathers thus determine the 
primary scope of our study— namely, the roughly one- hundred- year period 
between the writing of the first document in the New Testament (probably 
Galatians, in the late 40s) and the close of the era of the Apostolic Fathers 
(around 150).

I also augment the New Testament and the Apostolic Fathers with two 
smaller, non- Christian bodies of literature from the same period. From the 
Jewish quarter, I regularly cite Josephus and the Mishnah, and occasionally 
Philo. And from the Roman quarter, I cite Tacitus, Suetonius, and Pliny the 
Younger nearly as freely. These texts also can be assigned only approximate 
dates: the works of Josephus, around 80–100; the three Roman writers, around 
110–20; and the rabbinic tradition of the first two centuries that was published 
in the Mishnah, around 200.

The final body of literature supporting this study is the array of second-
ary scholarly literature relevant to the development of early Christianity. In 

10. The traditional corpus of Apostolic Fathers includes 1 Clement; 2 Clement; the seven 
letters of Ignatius; Polycarp, To the Philippians; the Martyrdom of Polycarp; the Didache; the 
Epistle of Barnabas; the Shepherd of Hermas; the Epistle to Diognetus; and the Fragments of 
Papias. Classic editions of these works appear in Theodor Zahn, Ignatius von Antiochien; J. B. 
Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers; and Adolf Harnack, Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur 
bis Eusebius. Greek texts and modern translations appear in Kirsopp Lake, The Apostolic 
Fathers; and Michael W. Holmes, The Apostolic Fathers. Since the Apology of Aristides the 
Philosopher (ANF 10:257–79) can be dated to the era of the emperor Hadrian (r. 117–38), which 
lies within the time frame of the Apostolic Fathers, I also include it in the Apostolic Fathers.

11. On the naming, dating, and contents of the Apostolic Fathers, see Pratscher, Apostolic 
Fathers, 1–6.
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the past two decades, Protestants have rediscovered the post–New Testament 
world, contributing to a wealth of literature. The modern scholars to whom I 
am most indebted are evident in the bibliography and footnotes of this work, 
but I refer to them as commentary on, rather than as replacements for, the 
primary sources.

Second, I am acutely aware of the problem of authorship as it pertains to 
many documents in the New Testament and Apostolic Fathers. Whether the 
apostle Paul wrote the Pastorals, Ephesians, Colossians, or 2 Thessalonians, 
for example; or whether any of the documents in the Apostolic Fathers, with 
the exception of the letters of Ignatius and Polycarp, can be definitely as-
cribed to their putative authors; or what to do with Diognetus, which eludes 
questions of either authorship or date— all these questions and others of a 
similar nature remain open. The scope of our study is too broad, and our 
sources too many, to entertain source criticism in any depth, and conclusions 
on such issues would rarely further our object. I have therefore confined my 
research to and based my conclusions on the texts as received and preserved, 
not as hypothetically reconstructed. It is the voice and content preserved in 
the texts rather than the particular speaker and occasion for speaking that 
carry conclusive weight for our study.

Third, there is no generally agreed- upon term for the early Christian move-
ment prior to the development of the name “Christian” and prior to the 
separation of “Christians” from Jewish synagogues to form “churches.” I 
refer to this movement as the “Jesus movement” and to these believers as 
“Jesus followers.” There is, however, no evidence of early believers themselves 
using either designation. I intend them simply as functional descriptions and 
unbiased epithets for the earliest adherents to the gospel, whether they were 
associating with Jewish synagogues or separated into “churches,” before 
“Christian” became an accepted epithet.

Fourth and finally, the transition from Christ to Christianity was of incal-
culable significance in world history. But it was not neat and tidy. It included 
multiple transitions that were inseparably intertwined with one another, oc-
curring for the most part simultaneously. Readers must not imagine that the 
division of this book into its various chapters implies that the different transi-
tions occurred separately and successively. They did not. The chapter divisions 
are solely practical, intended to allow for adequate consideration of each 
strand of a complex fabric, so that the intricacy of the whole weaving— the 
development of Christianity— might be better understood and appreciated.

Introduction
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1

From Rural to Urban

A Galilean Country Preacher

“Jesus went throughout the villages teaching” (Mark 6:6). So the Gospel of 
Mark summarizes the itinerant ministry of Jesus. His circuit- riding fame 
spread beyond Galilee to Syria in the north, Transjordan in the east, and 
Idumea in the south; but his ministry proper remained almost completely 
confined to Galilee. To a rather small part of Galilee, in fact. If you picture 
the Sea of Galilee as the face of a watch, nearly every episode in Jesus’s Gali-
lean ministry takes place between ten o’clock and one o’clock, and almost all 
near the shore of the sea. Only isolated episodes take place at three o’clock, 
on the eastern side of the sea, in the Decapolis— the healing of the Gerasene 
demoniac, for instance,1 and the feeding of the four thousand.2 Most surpris-
ingly, not a single episode in the Gospels takes place between six o’clock and 
nine o’clock. Tiberias, the capital of Galilee and the largest city in Palestine 
outside Jerusalem, was positioned on the western shore of the sea, at nine 
o’clock sharp, visible from virtually any place on the sea, and only ten miles 
south of Capernaum, the home base of Jesus’s ministry. There is, however, 
no record of Jesus or his disciples ever going there.

Tiberias was founded by Herod Antipas, who ruled Galilee as tetrarch 
for close to a half century— from the death of his father Herod the Great in 
4 BC until his own banishment by Emperor Caligula in AD 39. Aspiring to 

1. Matt. 8:28–34; Mark 5:1–20; Luke 8:26–39.
2. Matt. 15:32–39; Mark 8:1–9.
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his father’s genius for construction, Antipas broke virgin ground in the year 
19 on the western shore of the Sea of Galilee in hopes of creating a capital 
city that would rival his father’s spectacular building exploits. Located near a 
hot spring, Tiberias was named after Antipas’s patron, the emperor Tiberius. 
Antipas built his urban showplace on the site of an ancient cemetery, which, 
according to Jewish teaching, rendered the city unclean.3 This initially im-
peded Jewish occupancy of Tiberias, but Antipas compensated by luring un-
scrupulous settlers with gifts of free housing and land. He further populated 
the city by relocating people from other parts of Galilee.4 By the middle of 
the first century, Tiberias was a burgeoning Jewish metropolis and its stigma 
of ritual pollution a fading memory. In fact, the city’s unkosher conception 
may have aided it in the art of realpolitik, for during the First Jewish Revolt 
(66–70), in which all Galilee capitulated to Vespasian’s Roman legions, Tibe-
rias cast its lot with the Romans rather than with the surrounding cities and 
villages that fought against them. Unlike those other cities and villages, and 
especially Jerusalem to the south, Tiberias emerged from the devastation of 
the revolt unscathed and quickly became a center of renascent Judaism in 
Palestine. Jesus and his movement played no role in this renaissance, however, 
for as noted above, there is no record of him or his disciples going to Tiberias.

Even more surprising is the lack of any record of Jesus visiting Sepphoris, 
the other major city of Galilee. Perched on a hill— the name “Sepphoris” 
derives from the Hebrew Zippori, meaning “bird”— Sepphoris was a mere 
three miles from Jesus’s hometown of Nazareth. Following the Roman an-
nexation of Palestine by Pompey in 63 BC, Sepphoris was elevated to capital 
of Galilee, but the Hasmoneans, descendants of the Maccabees who had long 
been influential in Sepphoris, rebelled against the Roman client king Herod 
the Great in 38 BC. Herod retaliated with a vengeance, destroying Sepphoris 
and leaving it in ruins. After Herod’s death, Antipas restored Sepphoris as 
“the ornament of all Galilee.”5 Few archaeological sites in Israel rival the 
grandeur of Sepphoris. Its mosaic floors are expansive and exquisite, one 
of which is now christened “the Mona Lisa of Galilee.” According to the 
Gospel of Matthew, when Joseph returned with Mary and Jesus from Egypt 
and learned that the ruler of Judea was Archelaus— one of Herod the Great’s 
sons whose reputation was as notorious as his father’s— Joseph “departed 
to the district of Galilee” (Matt. 2:22–23). He settled in Nazareth, perhaps 
because Sepphoris, a forty- five- minute walk away, offered employment for 
artisans like him, and perhaps for Jesus and his brothers as well. After two 

3. Num. 19:11–16; 2 Kings 23:13–14.
4. Josephus, Ant. 18.36–38.
5. Josephus, Ant. 18.27.

From Christ to Christianity 
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decades of construction at Sepphoris, however, Herod Antipas shifted his 
energies and resources away from Sepphoris in order to make Tiberias the 
new capital of Galilee. Antipas judged the western shore of the Sea of Galilee 
a more advantageous location for his capital than landlocked Sepphoris. He 
may have shared Josephus’s high estimation of “the natural properties and 
beauty and fertile soil” skirting the Sea of Galilee.6 We can also imagine that 
freedom from Jewish constraints on the new municipality played a role as 
well, for Tiberias quickly became the more Roman of the two cities in terms 
of layout and architectural features.

Both Sepphoris and Tiberias were flirtatiously accessible to Jesus, the first 
a forty- five- minute walk from his hometown in Nazareth and the second only 
a few hours from his ministry base in Capernaum. Not one reference in the 
Gospels reports Jesus setting foot in either city, however. That cannot have 
been by chance. Jesus’s ministry on the northwest quadrant of the Sea of 
Galilee was intentionally and exclusively rural.

The Gospels refer to the places visited by Jesus as both “villages” (Gk. kōmai) 
and “cities” (Gk. poleis). In the Gospel of Mark the two terms are about equal 
in number, but Matthew, Luke, and John refer to them more frequently as 
“cities.” Regardless of terminology, the locales were rural Galilean towns and 
settlements. Although the Gospels record no visits of Jesus to either Tiberias 
or Sepphoris, they do record journeys south to attend Jewish festivals, espe-
cially Passover, in Jerusalem. Jerusalem was the major city of Palestine, but it 
is important to note that, according to the first three Gospels, Jesus went to 
Jerusalem only once in his ministry, and then only because the all- important 
Passover festival required his presence as an observant and faithful Jew. It is 
probable that Jesus journeyed to Jerusalem for other festivals as well, espe-
cially Pentecost and the Feast of Booths, but in truth he showed little positive 
affiliation with Jerusalem. More often than not, in fact, Jerusalem was a place 
of opposition to him. The dozen episodes reported in Mark 11–15 depict 
the leaders in Jerusalem arrayed against Jesus in various forms and degrees 
of opposition. And not only against Jesus, but also against his followers, for 
at his trial before Caiaphas, bystanders identified— and dismissed— Peter’s 
testimony because of his Galilean speech.7 Ernst Lohmeyer saw Galilee and 
Jerusalem in opposition: Galilee as a place of blessing and receptivity for Jesus, 

6. Josephus rhapsodizes over the clear, sweet water of the Sea of Galilee and its abundance 
of different species of fish (J.W. 3.506–9) and over the “luxuriant” walnut trees, palms, figs, and 
olives around the sea. Josephus concludes, “Nature had taken pride in assembling, by a tour 
de force, the most discordant species in a single spot . . . by a happy revelry . . . of the seasons” 
(J.W. 3.516–21 [LCL]).

7. Matt. 26:73; Mark 14:70; Luke 22:59.

From Rural to Urban
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and Jerusalem as a place of cursing and rejection.8 That may be too categori-
cal. Even in Galilee, Jesus followers attempted to restrain and deprogram him 
(Mark 3:20–21); there too, Jesus called down woes on Chorazin and Beth-
saida (Matt. 11:21; Luke 10:13). And conversely, he declared a temple leader 
in Jerusalem “not far from the kingdom of God” (Mark 12:34). Lohmeyer 
was nevertheless right in detecting a juxtaposition in the Gospel narratives 
between Galilee and Jerusalem, for Jesus elected rural Galilee as a mission 
field in a way that he did not elect urban Jerusalem.

The Gospels present Jesus as purposefully attuned to rural Galilee. His 
ministry was woven on the warp and woof of open- air preaching; village syna-
gogues; natural imagery (flowers of the field, sowing and reaping, storm clouds 
and rain, fishing and shepherding); and, above all, the Sea of Galilee itself. 
So rooted in Galilee was the ministry and message of Jesus and his followers 
that it is hard to imagine them successfully transplanted to an urban context. 
It is surprising, therefore, to find only a dearth of evidence in both Christian 
literature and the material culture of Galilee for a Christian presence in Galilee 
after the death of Jesus.9 Given the lack of such evidence, the church in Galilee 
plays a very minor role in histories of early Christianity. Regarding material 
culture, Christian worship spaces do not appear to have been built in Galilee 
before the fourth century. We find no remains of church buildings, altars, and 
baptistries prior to that time. Other materials that may have attended the 
Christian presence in Galilee before that time have not survived the past two 
millennia. According to archaeological excavations, Jewish synagogues and 
Christian churches coexisted in lower Galilee in the Byzantine era. The single 
exception, not surprisingly, was the cluster of churches on the shore of the Sea 
of Galilee where Jesus ministered— in Capernaum, Kursi, Tabgha, Magdala, 
Philoteria, and Hippos. In upper Galilee, churches and synagogues were more 
clearly divided in this period, with Christians in western Galilee, primarily 
from Nazareth northward, and Jews in eastern Galilee, especially in Tiberias 
and northward. Eric Meyers states the contrast distinctly: “The Jewish sites 
were in eastern Galilee, the Christian sites were in western Galilee.”10 When 
Rome destroyed Jerusalem in the year 70, rabbinic scholars in Judea fled north 
to Galilee and founded major rabbinic academies in Sepphoris and Tiberias. 
The academies greatly fortified the Jewish presence in eastern Galilee and 
may have pushed Christians into western Galilee.

8. Lohmeyer, Galiläa und Jerusalem.
9. See Hengel, Studien zum Urchristentum, 344; Schröter, “Harnack Revisited,” 489.
10. Meyers, “Side by Side in Galilee,” 143. For more on Christian and Jewish material re-

mains in Galilee, see Mordechai Aviam, “Galilee,” EEECAA 1:557–59; and above all, Freyne, 
Jesus Movement and Its Expansion, esp. 242–72.
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Despite the paucity of Christian material remains in Galilee from the first 
and second centuries, there are nevertheless clues of a Christian remnant there. 
The Gospels of Matthew and Mark record Jesus commanding his followers to 
rendezvous with him in Galilee after his resurrection.11 We may suppose that 
his followers took that command seriously and returned to Galilee to raise 
up believers among their families and acquaintances. The book of Acts offers 
peripheral evidence of this when it speaks of churches “throughout Judea, 
Galilee, and Samaria” (Acts 9:31, emphasis added). In the late 60s, Pella, a 
city twenty miles south of Galilee on the eastern bank of the Jordan River, 
saw a major influx of Christians. According to both Eusebius and Epiphanius, 
at the beginning of the Jewish Revolt in 66, a divine revelation commanded 
Jesus followers to abandon Jerusalem and flee north to Pella.12 The absence 
of artifacts, inscriptions, or wall paintings in the caves of Pella has caused 
some scholars to question this tradition,13 but lack of material evidence is not 
conclusive in this instance, for Christians did not build churches or identify 
themselves with normative architectural symbols in the 60s. Despite the lack of 
material evidence, historical circumstances strongly favor the early Christian 
flight to Pella as recorded by Eusebius and Epiphanius. James, the brother of 
Jesus, was martyred in Jerusalem in 62: thrown down from the pinnacle of 
the temple, stoned, and then beaten to death.14 In the lead- up to the Jewish 
Revolt four years later, the leading Jewish factions, including the Sicarii and 
the Zealots, singled out Christians in Jerusalem for harsh persecution. It is 
entirely reasonable to think that Christians would flee such circumstances for 
sanctuary in the caves of Pella to the north.15

Another clue of a remnant Christian presence in Galilee at the end of 
the first century also comes from Eusebius, who reports that the emperor 
Domitian (r. 81–96) questioned the grandsons of Judas the brother of Jesus 
(Mark 6:3) to determine if they, as relatives of Jesus and descendants of David, 
harbored intentions of insurrection against Rome. The grandsons admitted 
their lineage, but when the emperor saw their poverty and hardened hands 
“embossed with incessant work,” and above all, their complete indifference to 
earthly power (for Domitian found that they awaited only the world to come), 
the emperor’s suspicions were allayed, and he dismissed them as despised and 

11. Matt. 26:32; 28:7, 10, 16; Mark 14:28; 16:7.
12. Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 3.5.3; Epiphanius, Pan. 29.7.7–8.
13. See Watson, “Christian Flight to Pella?”
14. Josephus, Ant. 20.200; Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 2.23. Eusebius attributes his account of the 

martyrdom of James to the second- century church historian Hegesippus (Hist. eccl. 2.23.18).
15. For positive assessments of the Pella tradition, see Robert H. Smith, “Pella,” ABD 

5:219–21; Freyne, Jesus Movement and Its Expansion, 232; and esp. Bourke, “True or Tale?”
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harmless peasants.16 Eusebius does not specifically name either the men or 
Galilee in his report, but their family history and rustic speech may associate 
them with rural Galilee.

To summarize thus far, evidence for Jesus’s rural ministry in Galilee is rock 
solid. All four Gospels, each of which was written in the first century and 
indebted to apostolic memory, reflect Jesus’s indifference to urban locales, 
including Tiberias, Sepphoris, and even Jerusalem itself, and his conscious 
preference for rural Galilee. Only a few years after Jesus’s death, however, 
the record of his followers in Galilee diminishes, leaving only sporadic and 
tenuous traces of a Christian presence in Galilee.

Christianity Becomes Cosmopolitan

In startling contrast to their rural routine with Jesus in Galilee, his apostles, 
disciples, and family relocated to Jerusalem after his ascension. Jerusalem 
had been ground zero of opposition to Jesus, with both temple leaders and 
Roman authorities colluding to crucify him. Despite hostility in Jerusalem 
and the ipsissima verba of Jesus to return to Galilee,17 the Twelve appear in 
Jerusalem— with the very temple as their operational base!— at the beginning 
of the book of Acts. This wholly unexpected event, for which no explanation is 
offered in the New Testament, illustrates the point of this chapter.18 In Martin 
Hengel’s words, “There are hardly any parallels in the sociology of religion 
to the astonishing fact that in the briefest period of time the Galilean Jesus 
movement, which to begin with was a purely rural phenomenon, became a 
predominantly urban community in Jerusalem.”19 Briefest period of time, 
indeed. The Twelve are anchored in the temple at Pentecost, forty days after 
Jesus’s crucifixion.

Remarkable as this was, a precedent did exist for Jesus followers to locate 
in Jerusalem. Jerusalem was Israel’s providential city par excellence, where the 
authority of the ark of the covenant and the temple combined with the political 

16. Hist. eccl. 3.19–20.
17. Matt. 28:7; Mark 16:7.
18. Fredriksen, When Christians Were Jews, 14–22, attributes the surprising relocation of 

Jesus followers to Jerusalem following the crucifixion to their conviction that the eschatological 
salvation foretold in the Old Testament would unfurl in Jerusalem, on the “holy mountain” of 
Zion. That is possible, although it assumes a very mature eschatology at such an early date. 
Freyne, Jesus Movement and Its Expansion, 187, 201–5, is probably closer to the truth in at-
tributing the relocation of Jesus followers to Jerusalem to the fact that Jerusalem was the place 
where Jesus was resurrected, where his status as the royal Davidic Messiah was validated and 
must be proclaimed— in Zion.

19. Hengel, History of  Earliest Christianity, 99.
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and military authority of the Davidic ruler to form the sacred alloy of Zionism. 
According to Isaiah, the cloud and fire symbolizing God’s abiding presence 
over the tabernacle (Exod. 40:34–38) would come to rest on the Holy City as 
well (Isa. 4:2–6). It was perhaps for this reason that Jesus’s apostles found their 
divine purpose and realization in Jerusalem. Even if this is the case, however, 
it does not explain why the Jesus movement that expanded outward from 
Jerusalem identified so fundamentally with cities rather than with the more 
numerous towns and villages, like the ones that birthed it. At the conclusion 
of this chapter, I will argue that the geographical expansion of the gospel did, 
in fact, include villages as well as cities. The fact remains, however, that in the 
early church’s autobiography, the expansion of the gospel is distinguished by 
its focus on urban centers— the first being Jerusalem, of course, followed by 
Sebaste/Samaria after the martyrdom of Stephen (Acts 8:4–25), then Damascus 
and Caesarea Maritima (Acts 9:1–25; 10:1–11:18), and soon thereafter, in a 
revolutionary advance, to Antioch of Syria (Acts 11:19–30).

Antioch

Antioch of Syria was much larger and much more gentile than Jerusalem, and 
its church leadership was significantly independent of Jerusalem. It was in 
Antioch that Christian mission achieved the programmatic status necessary 
to reach Rome. “Antioch,” in the words of Martin Hengel, “was the first great 
city of the ancient world in which Christianity gained a footing.”20 The city 
of Antioch boasts a continuous history of twenty-three hundred years, begin-
ning in earnest with Seleucus, one of Alexander the Great’s generals, who, 
following the death of Alexander in 323 BC, made Antioch the grandest and 
most beautiful of Hellenistic cities. In the words of Josephus, “Antioch, the 
capital of Syria, unquestionably ranks third among cities of the Roman world 
in extent and opulence.”21 The population of Antioch in the first century was 
perhaps a quarter of a million people, densely compacted on a north–south 
ribbon of land about half a mile wide that was sandwiched between sixteen- 
hundred- foot Mount Silpios to the east and the Orontes River to the west. 
The Orontes emptied into the Mediterranean fifteen miles from Antioch at 
the port of Seleucia Pieria. Located in the crosshairs of the north–south trade 
route between what is today Turkey and Egypt and the east–west trade route 
between Rome and Persia, Antioch was auspiciously positioned for both land 
and maritime transportation.

20. Hengel, History of  Earliest Christianity, 99.
21. J.W. 3.29. The two cities more prominent than Antioch were Rome and Alexandria.
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Rome invested handsomely in Antioch. Five emperors personally visited 
Rome’s “navel of  the East.”22 In 47 BC, Julius Caesar erected a basilica, 
amphitheater, and theater in Antioch. Augustus (r. 27 BC–AD 14) twice 
returned to Antioch to further projects begun by Caesar. In 37, Tiberius de-
veloped plans for Antioch’s great colonnaded street, accentuated by a stone 
statue of Rome’s famous she- wolf nursing Romulus and Remus. In 115–16, 
the emperor Trajan was nearly killed in a massive earthquake while he was 
personally overseeing beautifications of Antioch. His successor, Hadrian, 
continued Rome’s investment in Antioch by vastly improving its water sys-
tem. A showcase metropolis like Antioch attracted celebrities and ceremo-
nial events. Antony and Cleopatra reputedly married in Antioch in 37 or 
36 BC— at the same time that another paramour of Cleopatra, Herod the 
Great, was present in the city. In AD 43, the emperor Claudius launched his 
own Olympic Games in Antioch. By then early Jesus followers had already 
established Antioch as a mission base on the Jerusalem–Rome corridor (Acts 
13–14), and Antiochians had perceptively renamed them “Christians” (Acts 
11:26).

Rome’s investment in Antioch was calculated on the city’s strategic impor-
tance on the eastern frontier of the empire. Following the Roman invasion 
and annexation of Palestine in 63 BC, Antioch became Rome’s staging point 
for military operations in the east, a status it retained for five centuries! Rome 
stationed as many as four legions in Antioch— totaling some forty thousand 
troops. From Antioch, Rome crushed the first- century Jewish Revolt, after 
which it built the theater at Daphne, a suburb south of Antioch, with spoils 
from the siege of Jerusalem. From Antioch, Rome defended the empire against 
the Parthian threat in the second century and from the Sassanid Persian Em-
pire in the third century.

When Christians arrived in Antioch in the 30s, Tiberius had completed his 
Great Colonnade, which extended a full two miles from the Aleppo Gate in the 
north to the Daphne Gate in the south. Roman urbanism was on grand display 
on this roughly 120-foot- wide main street, each side of which was covered 
with porticos that housed vendors, shops, businesses, personal dwellings, and 
public spaces. From the spine of the Great Colonnade, byways branched like 
ribs eastward to the foothills of Mount Silpios and westward to the Orontes 
and the five bridges that spanned it. The splendid mosaics that have been 
uncovered at Antioch are exuberant and sensuous. John Chrysostom stated 
that 10 percent of the city was wealthy and 10 percent poor, with a hefty 

22. This expression, often translated “capital of the East,” is found on coins struck in Roman 
Antioch (Keener, Acts, 2:1834).
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80 percent of the population in between.23 If Chrysostom’s fourth- century 
estimate is also representative of Antioch in the first century, Antioch was 
a good place to live. It was a heterogeneous and polyglot city of citizens, 
free persons, and slaves. Its residents spoke Greek, Latin, Hebrew, Aramaic, 
Syriac, Coptic, and Persian. Latin could be heard at Rome’s administrative 
and military installations in the city, but otherwise, Greek predominated. 
As one ventured east of Antioch, however, Syriac eclipsed both Latin and 
Greek. Antioch’s three Semitic languages— Hebrew, Aramaic, and Syriac— 
support the archaeological and literary record showing that Jews, especially 
hellenized Jews, had lived in Antioch since its early days and constituted an 
important subculture.24

Rome’s administrative objective in the early empire was to maintain order 
and exact profits and taxes from subjects. At least initially, its objective did not 
include turning subjects into Roman citizens; indeed, it may have discouraged 
this, for Rome owed citizens more rights and privileges than it owed subjects.25 
The teeming diversity of cultures and languages that characterized Antioch 
could also be found, to varying degrees, in other major cities ruled by Rome. 
This diversity rendered a monolithic Roman culture not only impractical but 
also virtually impossible. Rome wisely permitted indigenous lifestyles within 
its urban centers and their environs, as long as the standards of Roman law 
were maintained. In Judea, Rome exempted Jews from military service and 
also established a surrogate political body, the Sanhedrin, to rule directly over 
the people. Rome was wise enough to know how seriously Jews took the Torah 
commandment not to allow a non- Israelite to rule over them (Deut. 17:15). 
Rome was politically pragmatic, compromising on means in order to achieve 
uncompromised ends. Such pragmatism was rather remarkable in Judea, for 
Judea bordered the unconquered regions to the east of the Roman Empire 
and was not a senatorial province (a secured region administered by a Roman 
proconsul or governor) but, rather, an imperial province (an insecure region 
ruled directly by the emperor). Judea was a volatile region, and Rome amassed 
a heavy concentration of troops there. At least until the Second Jewish Revolt 
(132–35), however, Rome intended neither to eradicate Jewish life nor to 
overburden it more than was necessary for Rome to establish hegemony in 
Palestine. Rome’s military presence in Palestine and elsewhere in the empire 

23. Hom. Matt. 66.
24. On Antioch and its relation to Christianity, see Kondoleon, Antioch, 3–11; Wilson, 

Biblical Turkey, 71–78; Keener, Acts, 2:1834–40.
25. The Roman emperor Caracalla first instituted universal citizenship throughout the em-

pire in 212.
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was, to be sure, mostly unchallenged; when challenged, however, it was brutal. 
But its cultural presence was less autocratic and more laissez- faire.26

Antioch was only 250 miles north of Jerusalem, but it was a world apart 
in terms of culture, ethnicity, and outlook. Ironically, between the two, it was 
Antioch that emerged as a hub for Jesus followers. In the words of Wayne 
Meeks: “Within a decade of the crucifixion of Jesus, the village culture of Pal-
estine had been left behind, and the Greco- Roman city became the dominant 
environment of the Christian movement. . . . The movement had crossed the 
most fundamental division of the society of the Roman Empire, that between 
rural people and city dwellers, and the results were to prove momentous.”27

The results were momentous both east and west of Antioch, although, 
as we will see in chapters 2 and 3, only the westward Christian mission left 
an accompanying literary record. From Antioch, the first Pauline Christian 
mission hopped to the island of Cyprus— to the cities of Salamis in the east 
and Paphos in the west— and then north to what is now west- central Turkey: 
to Perga, Pisidian Antioch, Iconium, Lystra, and Derbe. Two more Pauline 
missions, probably one by the apostle Peter, certainly one by the apostle 
John, and also one by the bishop Ignatius extended the Christian mission 
westward throughout the cities of Roman Asia— to Hierapolis, Colossae, La-
odicea, Magnesia, Pergamon, Philadelphia, Sardis, Thyatira, Tralles, Ephesus, 
Smyrna, and Alexandria Troas. Paul, especially, extended the mission farther 
west, across the Aegean Sea and into Macedonia— to Neapolis, Philippi, 
Thessalonica, and Berea— and from there south to Achaia: to Athens, Cen-
chreae, and Corinth. Finally, as a prisoner in chains, Paul arrived in Rome 
itself.

The various missions to the above cities will be discussed more fully in 
the next chapter. Here I wish simply to note, first, that most of the foregoing 
cities are examples of a specific kind of Greco- Roman city, a polis (which we 
will discuss below), and, second, that the advance of the westward Christian 
mission is marked by the names of cities, with a conspicuous absence of 
named towns and villages. William Ramsay speaks to this absence: “[Paul] 
always sought out the great civilized centres. The towns which he visited for 
the sake of preaching were, as a rule, the centres of civilization and govern-
ment in their respective districts— Ephesus, Athens, Corinth, Thessalonica, 
Philippi. He must have passed through several uncivilized Pisidian towns, such 
as Adada and Misthia and Vasada; but nothing is recorded about them. He 
preached, so far as we are informed, only in the centres of commerce and of 

26. On Roman political theory and practice, see Maas, “People and Identity,” 16.
27. Meeks, First Urban Christians, 11.
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Roman life, and among these ranked Lystra Colonia and Claudio- Derbe.”28 
I will cite evidence for early Christian rural mission at the close of this chap-
ter, but Ramsay’s overall point nevertheless stands: the absence of named 
rural settlements in the westward mission expansion shows the importance 
of the Greco- Roman polis as a metric of mission progress. The gospel was 
not only planted in the polis, but it also took root there, for there is record 
of a Christian presence a hundred years hence, in the mid- second century, in 
every city named above.29

Cities as Transmitters of Christianity

The transition from rural to urban, the “crossing of the most fundamen-
tal division of the society of the Roman Empire,” in the words of Wayne 
Meeks,30 was a momentous step for early Christianity because the qualities 
that made the Greco- Roman city effective for mediating the dominant values 
of Hellenism also made it effective for mediating Christianity.31 The typical 
Greco- Roman polis was ruled by a legislative council consisting of as many as 
several hundred free men. It had stadiums for athletic and chariot races; the-
aters for dramatic performances, blood sports, and political gatherings; and 
gymnasia and baths for physical training, bathing, and displaying personal 
influence. All these monumental edifices were enclosed within city walls and 
serviced by aqueducts. Aqueducts alone changed the nature of a city, for they 
eliminated the massive expenditure of physical labor and resources required 
to haul water into a city from the outside. The availability of clean water 
made possible public baths and the commerce and human interchange that 
attended them, raised standards of living and general health, and produced 
a leisure class of citizens.

The focal point of the polis was the agora, the exhibition area at the city 
center that was surrounded by columns, to which city gates opened and arte-
rial roads led, and over which architectural monuments presided. Regardless 
of how many people lived in a given polis, each polis functioned as a purveyor 
of Greco- Roman culture. Similar to “Hollywood” today, which signifies not 
only a suburb of Los Angeles but also a worldwide purveyor of American film, 

28. Ramsay, Church in the Roman Empire, 56–57.
29. For evidence of a Christian presence in the above cities in the year 150, see Koch, Ge-

schichte des Urchristentums, 421–22.
30. Meeks, First Urban Christians, 11.
31. Among the many discussions of the conditions in the Roman Empire conducive to the 

spread of Christianity, see Harnack, Mission and Expansion, 19–23; and, more recently, San-
neh, Translating the Message, 20–27.
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the polis was not only a place but also a means of transmitting the influence 
of Rome to the world it dominated. The polis inculcated a more universal 
perception of humanity than any previous social structure. A human being 
was no longer a member of a small city- state, wherein nonmembers were 
considered aliens and barbarians, but a member of a universal empire that 
superseded tribal divisions and embraced all peoples. When Christianity made 
its way into the polis, it made its way into the dominant social influencer of the 
ancient world. The magnetism of the polis in attracting and shaping peoples 
is evident in the sixteenth chapter of Paul’s Epistle to the Romans, in which he 
names over thirty individuals, many of whom he knew from previous mission 
locales, who in the intervening years had migrated to Rome.

Several of the foregoing cities are mentioned repeatedly in the early Chris-
tian record. Of the seven cities in Roman Asia (today western Turkey) ad-
dressed in Revelation 2–3 (Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamon, Thyatira, Sardis, 
Philadelphia, and Laodicea), three were also recipients of letters from Ignatius 
in the early second century: Ephesus, Philadelphia, and Smyrna. Ignatius 
wrote letters to Magnesia, Tralles, and Rome as well. Smyrna figured in yet 
a third Christian epistle, the Martyrdom of Polycarp, as the city where the 
famous second- century bishop lived and was martyred. More popular still 
in early Christian epistles was Corinth, to which the apostle Paul wrote os-
tensibly four letters, and to which 1–2 Clement are also addressed— making 
a total of six epistles to this one locale.32 No city along the Jerusalem–Rome 
corridor, however, was more important in early Christianity than Ephesus, 
which is mentioned more frequently in the New Testament than any city 
except Jerusalem.33

City Dwellers as Transmitters of Christianity

In the next chapter, we will discuss the importance of hellenized Jews in early 
Christianity; these were Jews who spoke Greek and lived in the diaspora. Hel-
lenistic Jews not only dwelled in the polis, they were also products of it.34 It 
was with such Jews that Christianity germinated in Antioch. But Hellenistic 
Jews were not the only purveyors of the gospel in cities. Cosmopolitan Romans 
were also groomed to transmit Christianity in a way that village dwellers and 

32. First Corinthians 5:9 mentions a previous letter to Corinth. Following 1 Corinthians, Paul 
sent another letter to Corinth (which may be contained in whole or in part in 2 Cor. 10–13) by 
the hand of Titus (2 Cor. 7:13–14), after which he sent a fourth and final letter (2 Corinthians).

33. On the role of Ephesus in early Christianity, see Edwards, “Paul’s Ephesus Riot.”
34. Rodney Stark notes not only that “the Christian proportion of the population was 

substantially higher in cities than in the rural areas at this time” but also that its initial growth 
and strength began with Hellenistic Jews in urban settings. Rise of  Christianity, 10, 57–59.
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rural folk were not. The old rural traditions, often rooted in pagan agrarian 
cults, quickly lost appeal for and influence on those living in Roman cities.35 
Scores of ancient religious cults appealed to the forces of nature to sustain 
agriculture: Attis promised to renew nature; Artemis pledged success in the 
hunt and in the nurturing of life; Bacchus and Dionysus were gods of wine 
and fertility; Ceres and Demeter, goddesses of grain; Persephone and Hades, 
goddess and god, respectively, of summer and winter, of harvest and fallow; 
and Pan, lord of pastoral pursuits, serenaded them all with his happy flute.36

The mystery cults were closely bound to deities of earth and nature. Chief 
among them were the chthonic mysteries of Eleusis, which saw the death and 
rebirth of human life prefigured in the annual cycles of death and rebirth in na-
ture. Such deities were normally venerated in remote and arboreal places— by 
streams of water, in caverns, among trees, and with animals present (especially 
those to be slain for sacrifice).37 The word pagan, from the Latin paganus 
(meaning something like “country bumpkin”), was an urban put- down of 
rustic villagers. Mystery cults were in their heyday when the gospel was being 
proclaimed and planted in the Roman world, but their influence was minimal 
in comparison with Christianity, and for at least two reasons. First, and most 
obvious, mystery cults were exclusive. Their extravagant sacrifices— one of 
which involved sacrificing a bull— required of their devotees investments of 
time and money that were beyond the reach of most ancients. But second, 
and perhaps more important, the emphasis on the particular and provincial 
made mystery cults inaccessible and often irrelevant to the culture of the 
polis. Weaned from agrarian rural life, urban dwellers were influenced by 
commerce, diverse peoples, exposure to new ideas and travel, and above all 
to the homogenizing effect of the polis. Their world was no longer rural 
and provincial but urban and cosmopolitan. Even when the mysteries were 
transported to urban locales, they lost attractiveness for most urban dwellers.38

There were further reasons why the secularizing effects of Roman urban-
ization were conducive to the expansion of Christianity. Christianity did not 
have holy sites, such as those of the mystery cults or the many temples that 
abounded in Roman cities. Nor did it prescribe sacred rites of circumcision 
and Sabbath observance, as Judaism did, or bloody animal sacrifices, as the 
polytheistic cults did, or veneration of the emperor by formulas and libations. 

35. Nock, Conversion, 227.
36. On the names and nature of rural and agricultural gods, goddesses, and cults, see G. W. 

Butterworth, “Appendix on the Greek Mysteries.”
37. See Pausanias, Descr. 9.39, for a long description of the cult of the oracle of Trophonius.
38. On Paul’s allusion to the cult of Cybele in Galatia, see Edwards, “Galatians 5:12”; and 

on John’s treatment of the Apollo cult in Revelation, see Edwards, “Rider on the White Horse.”
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The Christian faith imposed fewer conditions on would- be recipients than did 
other cults, but the conditions it required were more life changing.39 Chris-
tianity introduced the concept of humanity reconstituted in “the image of 
God” as manifested in Jesus Christ. This was accomplished by conversion 
rather than by external observances, and the concept of conversion was utterly 
new in the Roman understanding of religion.40 Christianity called people to 
leave old loyalties behind and turn to something new—a transforming faith, 
a transforming community of believers, and the ethics of a transformed life.41 
The new world of the Greco- Roman polis helped to set a social stage congenial 
to the script of the gospel.

The Christian concept of conversion to one true faith was, with the ex-
ception of Judaism, novel in ancient religions. The ancients tended to be 
syncretistic in their religious allegiances. Like moderns approaching financial 
investment, they preferred diverse rather than uniform portfolios. Never-
theless, the novelty of Christian monotheism, which echoed some aspects of 
the dominant Stoic philosophy, was not unappealing to the Greco- Roman 
polis. Judaism was, of course, monotheistic like Christianity, but Judaism’s 
insistence on circumcision, food laws, and separation from gentiles played 
poorly with the culture of the polis. Its moral standards attracted no small 
number of adherents among non- Jews, but circumcision and food laws en-
sured few full converts, and even full converts were not fully received by the 
Jewish community. Those who turned to Christianity were typically influenced 
by friends and by personal relationships with those who initiated new believ-
ers into networks of fellowship, belief, and practice. Exposure to persons 
practicing alternatives to the local cults was much more likely in cities than 
in isolated rural settings, and it was more effective with urban dwellers who, 
whether by necessity or choice, had weaned themselves from pagan cults.42

Conclusion

We have seen in this chapter how the Gospels identify Jesus’s ministry almost 
exclusively with rural Galilee. Jesus consciously avoided the two showcase 
cities of Galilee: Sepphoris and Tiberias, both of which were within the orbit 
of his ministry. And had Jewish festivals not required Jesus’s presence in Jeru-

39. See Sanneh, Translating the Message, 65–76.
40. See Beard, SPQR, 519: “Christianity was defined entirely by a process of spiritual con-

version that was utterly new.”
41. Nock, Conversion, 134–37.
42. See Stark, Rise of  Christianity, 18–21; Fox, Pagans and Christians, 316; Brown, Body 

and Society, 90.
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salem, he might have avoided the Holy City as well. Following Jesus’s death, 
however, his followers identified with Jerusalem as decisively as he had with 
Galilee. Galilee receded drastically thereafter from the Christian narrative. 
The successful identification of the early Christian movement with the capital 
of the Jewish world, with Jerusalem, became an archetype, a firstfruit, of its 
ultimate identification with the capital of the gentile world, with Rome. A 
significant reason why the gospel gravitated to urban areas was that Jewish 
synagogues were more likely to be found in cities, and synagogues were the 
initial stepping- stones in early Christian missions. Acts 17:1, for example, 
describes Paul bypassing Amphipolis and Apollonia, where there were no 
synagogues, on his way to Thessalonica, “where there was a synagogue of 
the Jews.” The synagogue was not the only or the final attraction of cities, 
however. The centripetal attraction of the Greco- Roman polis— drawing in-
dividuals from remote and diverse regions into close proximity, transform-
ing a tribal consciousness into a more universal consciousness— established 
a unique social context in which early Christians declared that “there is no 
Greek and Jew, circumcision and uncirumcision, barbarian, Scythian, slave 
and free; rather, Christ is all and in all” (Col. 3:11). The list of cities along 
the Jerusalem–Rome corridor in which Christian churches were established 
within the thirty- five- year period chronicled in the book of Acts testifies to 
the success of the gospel in the Greco- Roman polis.

In conclusion, however, let us return to the starting point of our chapter. If 
the early Christian mission became urban, and gentile urban shortly thereafter, 
what became of its original rural emphasis? Since the 1980s the success of 
the Christian mission in, and its identification with, the urban ancient world 
has been ably and widely advocated. A great deal of literature on the subject 
leaves the impression, in fact, that the early Christian mission was exclusively 
urban.43 Ramsay MacMullen speaks for many when he says,

Everyone is agreed that the church started as an urban phenomenon and contin-
ued in that tendency throughout our period of study [100–400]. . . . Surviving 

43. Wayne A. Meeks opened the gate on the urbanity of early Christianity in 1983 with The 
First Urban Christians: The Social World of  the Apostle Paul. The torrent of literature that 
soon followed made it a floodgate. The present chapter obviously concurs with the essential 
position of Meeks and others. In concluding this chapter, however, I wish to contend that early 
Christianity was not exclusively urban but included rural regions as well, especially those sur-
rounding urban areas. For a critique of a hyper- urban understanding of early Christianity, see 
Robinson, First Urban Christians?, who argues that if, as many sociologists of early Christianity 
maintain, Christians comprised 10 percent of the population of the Roman world (ca. 5–6 mil-
lion people) by the 4th century, that would have constituted virtually the entire urban population 
of the Roman world (pp. 1–25). That is obviously impossible. Such statistics would require a 
(sizeable) rural Christian presence as well.
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sources . . . show missionary impulses moving out from the centers to less 
populated areas, not the other way round. So everyone assumes, and surely 
they are right, that the countryside lagged far behind the cities in degree of 
Christianization. It is also agreed . . . that a great majority of the empire’s total 
population lived outside the cities. . . . It follows from all this that . . . vast parts 
of the empire that lie outside our range of clear sight . . . must be counted as 
less vigorously evangelized.44

More briefly and concisely, Meeks writes, “Within a decade of the crucifixion 
of Jesus, the village culture of Palestine had been left behind, and the Greco- 
Roman city became the dominant environment of the Christian movement.”45 
Other scholars have also joined the “left behind” chorus.46

The issue is not whether the early Christian mission was primarily an 
urban mission. It was. The issue is whether it was exclusively urban. It was 
not. A mélange of evidence in the coming chapters points to a mission that 
was both urban and rural. In a letter to the emperor Trajan around the year 
113, Pliny the Younger, governor of Bithynia, writes that “this superstitious 
contagion [Christianity] is not confined to the cities only, but has spread 
through the villages and rural districts.”47 In his defense of Christianity to 
the emperor Antoninus Pius in Rome in about the year 150, Justin Martyr 
likewise describes Sunday worship services where “all who live in cities or 
in the country gather together to one place.”48 Christian mission in Syria 
“was not limited to cities, but from the beginning concerned itself with the 
evangelization of country- folks also.”49 All twelve Scillitan martyrs, though 
martyred in the city of Carthage, hailed from the village of Scilli, west of 
Carthage, indicating that “the new faith had taken root not only in cities but 
also in the countryside.”50 In his summary of the triumph of Christianity 

44. MacMullen, Christianizing the Roman Empire, 83.
45. Meeks, First Urban Christians, 11.
46. See Lohmeyer, Soziale Fragen im Urchristentum, 129: “[Christianity] grew up in the free 

countryside, but it changed into a purely urban movement” (my trans.); Meyers, “Side by Side 
in Galilee,” 143: “The impact of Christianity, which increased significantly in this period [the 
early centuries], did not extend to the rural population”; Holmes, Apostolic Fathers, 14: “Lack 
of evidence frustrates efforts to ascertain much about the social or economic circumstances 
and outlook of these congregations beyond the observation that Christianity remained over-
whelmingly urban”; Stark, Rise of  Christianity, 10: “There is an agreement among historians 
. . . that the Christian proportion of the population was substantially higher in cities than in 
the rural areas at this time.”

47. Pliny, Ep. Tra. 10.96.
48. Justin, 1 Apol. 67 (ANF 1:186).
49. Metzger, Early Versions, 7–8.
50. Merdinger, “Roman North Africa,” 233–34. For the account of the martyrs, see Gwatkin, 

Selections from Early Writers, 78–83.
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in the Roman Empire, Eusebius attests that “in every city and village arose 
churches crowded with thousands of men, like a teeming threshing floor.”51 
These witnesses come from North Africa, Palestine, Mesopotamia, Bithynia, 
and Rome. With the exception of Spain, these regions constituted the foot-
print of the Roman Empire in the first century. All the quotations attest to 
a Christian presence in both urban and rural areas. We may conclude— and 
conclude rightly— that the early Christian mission was primarily urban, but 
not exclusively so, for the urban centers to which it spread invariably extended 
the gospel to surrounding regions.

51. Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 2.3.2 (LCL).
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